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SAMEC TRUST

About People-for People

Registered Charity No 1052775
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Cé

WELCOME TO
SAMEC TRUST
Our Mission
Samec Trust is dedicated to understanding the needs of
minority ethnic people in accessing the widest range of
public services through advice and information.

We Believe…
Samec Trust believes that the integration of diverse
communities is the foundation of a cohesive society.
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Cécille Nobriega

You make one step
towards me, I will
make two steps
towards you.
(Samec Trust Research 1998)

This booklet tells you…
WHO we are

...................................2

WHY we’re here
WHAT we do

..........................4

...................................6

HOW we work

..............................8

WHEN we’re needed
WHERE it happens

.............10

..................12

The Samec Trust is grateful to Hanover Housing Group for sponsoring the printing of this booklet.
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WHO WE ARE
We are Samec Trust, which stands for Service
Access to Minority Ethnic Communities.

We are a registered charity, and our
role is simple. We offer advice and
support on services to vulnerable
members of minority ethnic
communities – people who for
various reasons feel excluded from
mainstream services. Since 1994 our
work has made a huge impact on
the lives of many people from
diverse communities.
Our core values are social cohesion
and integration. We’re about
improving the quality of life for the

people we serve, empowering them
to access the services they need vital work that simply wouldn’t
happen without Samec Trust.
We have an impressive track record
of innovative projects and successful
partnerships with many other
organisations – both charities and
corporations. What all of these
initiatives have in common is that
they have made a difference to
people’s lives.

SAMEC TRUST
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Samec Trust is unique. The following
pages show how individuals’ and
communities’ situations have
changed for the better as a result of
our work. We’ve made the
difference.
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WHY WE’RE HERE
We’re here because many organisations find it difficult to
make their services accessible to all communities.

Quality of life is affected by so many
factors. Issues such as alienation,
poor health, anti-social behaviour
and segregation mean that our work
touches on major social issues like
health, housing, diet, the
environment, work and lifestyle. All
of these have an impact on what we
can achieve and how we feel about
our lives. Samec Trust sees these
areas as inter-related and interdependent, and takes a holistic
approach to working with
communities and partners. Samec
Trust provides a bridge that links
communities with services.

What’s The Problem?
Newham in East London is one of the most disadvantaged boroughs in the
UK. Ethnically very diverse, it has a record of underachievement in its
schools. We believed that many young people there risked being
marginalised and alienated from mainstream community life through the lack
of opportunity and skills to engage with others on issues affecting them.

SAMEC TRUST
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Our Solution
Our project Coming Together focused on disadvantaged young people
and, working with four schools in Newham, gave students training in
running focus groups on issues relevant to them. This encouraged a
better understanding of people from other cultures, engagement across
communities and the development of debating and listening skills in
articulating their needs and problems. Coming Together led to Samec
Trust developing its own confidence building studio.
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WHAT WE DO
We help organisations promote their services
to minority ethnic communities.

We offer a range of services,
including:

• research – delivering authoritative

• contacts

• training – customised training for

– a wide network of
contacts with minority ethnic
communities and a multilingual
field force

• information – publications,
reports, good practice guides,
health awareness access
programmes and awarenessraising events

• advice – how to make services
more accessible to all, and
ensuring that those services are
culturally appropriate

insight through consultation
organisations and individuals
involved in minority ethnic issues;
an inhouse studio for performing
arts, training and confidence
building

• expertise – complementing other
charities’ funding bids for good
practice initiatives with our own
experience and expertise; creative
communication

• sports development – increasing
take-up of sport through raising
awareness and confidence
development projects

SAMEC TRUST
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Additional Resources
Samec Trust provides access to its
state-of-the-art studio, Armadillo. This
space is ideal for personal and career
development, confidence building and
therapy in areas such as performing
arts. Individuals can really feel
empowered through the opportunity
to rehearse and see themselves on
broadcast camera on a before and
after basis - a really valuable
community empowerment tool.
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What’s The Problem?

Our Solution

Our research showed that many older minority ethnic people were not
accessing mainstream public services. Barriers like language, trust and
confidence were preventing many from receiving vital support and help
when they most needed it.

After a successful pilot scheme we launched the Awaaz Telephone
Advice Line. This offered confidential advice to a wide range of
people, in their own language, on social issues, welfare rights,
education and leisure. Referrals could be made to the appropriate
agencies for assessments and direct access to services.
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HOW WE WORK
We work in partnership with other agencies.

Whilst we work on our own distinct
projects we support and work
alongside many other agencies –
statutory and voluntary bodies and
local authorities, adding value to
what others are doing. We know
that we can achieve more together,
adding our unique set of skills and
experience to the services that other
organisations already offer. We’re
not here to replace existing activities
or compete with other charities.

Our networks mean that we can
help and influence people and
raise the profile of health and
social issues as well as raising the
profile of our partners.

I’m learning to respect
people’s differences more.

Collaborative projects have
included work with local
authorities, housing associations,
blue chip companies, schools,
police, health-based charities and
government departments – all
demonstrating how we can work
with others so that all partners
gain value.

Samec played a pivotal
role in reaching residents
who would not normally get
involved. This was essential,
otherwise the whole picture
is incomplete. Their inclusive
and professional approach
was crucial to making the
consultation a success.

(13- year boy, ’Coming Together’ Project,
London Borough of Newham)

(Project Director, London Borough of Lambeth)

SAMEC TRUST
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What’s The Problem?

Our Solution

Breast cancer is a major killer. Disproportionably large numbers of
Black and minority ethnic women were found to have the lowest
awareness of all in identifying cancer symptoms.

Samec Trust assisted in raising awareness of breast cancer and
Breast Cancer Care services amongst women from the ethnic
communities by organizing a series of workshops around the
country. We recruited women from African, Asian and Arabic
backgrounds who had been diagnosed with breast cancer to talk
about their experiences of diagnosis and treatment.
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WHEN WE’RE NEEDED
…. we’re there to help and support.

Samec Trust has worked on
many projects since the mid
1990s. Take a look at just a few
of the initiatives, publications,
conferences and services where
we’ve found a need and made
something happen.

1995 90 delegates from health
and public services, mainstream
organisations and charities attend
the conference How Accessible Are
Your Services To Minority Ethnic
Communities? and Samec Trust is
launched.

1996 Young people’s perceptions
of life- video study exploring aspects
of their lives such as self esteem,
goals, barriers and role models.

1997 Publication of the ‘Samec
Trust’ study Today’s Concerns And
Bleak Tomorrows, a consultation of
SAMEC TRUST
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health and housing needs of older
minority ethnic people is launched
nationally at the Queen Elizabeth
Conference Centre, London.

1998 The Awaaz Telephone
Helpline goes live, providing
confidential advice and support for
minority ethnic older people.

1999 Publication of Steps To
Understanding, a good practice
guide for social housing and health
providers to communicate with
minority ethnic elders, funded by
The Housing Corporation.
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Nature has been profound in that she
has designed that whatever our colour or
shape the blood which maintains life in
every living thing is THE SAME – RED.
(International Poet Cecile Nobriega)

2002 Major pharmaceutical

2003 to 2005 providing

company engages with an HIV
awareness campaign with Africans in
London. Samec Trust conducts
community consultation support.

advice and support to many statutory
and voluntary organisation and
corporations, in engaging with their
communities.

2002 Coming Together project in 2006 Samec Trust establishes
Newham, focusing on marginalised
and disadvantaged youths. The
project, funded by the Nationwide
Building Society Charitable Trust, is
designed to encourage a better
mutual understanding of
schoolchildren from different cultures.

Armadillo Studio - state of the art
performing arts, therapy and
confidence building facility.
We’ve accomplished so much, but
there is still so much to achieve.
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WHERE IT HAPPENS
Wherever we find the need.

We have worked with a range of organisations and communities throughout
the UK, including national charities, corporations, health agencies, housing
associations, statutory and voluntary bodies. Some of this work has a local
remit, some of it has national relevance.
Our project supports have included work with:

• Action For ME
• Alcohol Concern
• Barclays
• BBC
• Bradford City Council
• Breast Cancer Care
• Bridgehouse Trust
• British Heart Foundation
• BT
• Dartford Borough Council
• Department Of Health
• Hanover Housing Association

• Help The Aged
• Learning And Skills Council
• Lloyds TSB
• National Housing Federation
• Nationwide Building Society
• Presentation Housing Association
• Raglan Housing Trust
• Southampton City Council
• The Diabetes Association
• The Stroke Association
• The Housing Corporation

SAMEC TRUST
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We have collaborated with many
more partners on a formal or
informal basis, and will work with any
organisations that share our aims,
and where our involvement can
make a difference.
Many of these partners have been
commercial entities. Our experience
of working with corporations means
we understand their desire to
exercise corporate social
responsibility, in balance with their
own commercial imperatives.
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What’s The Problem?

Our Solution

The issue of drug and gun violence in London has become a serious
problem in certain localities. Increasingly black on black gun crime is an
issue that the police and communities are trying to address. Social
dislocation meant that a ‘gangster’ lifestyle was in danger of becoming
a strong peer group driver amongst youth presenting a sinister
backdrop to community quality of life.

We were invited by a leading research organisation to help interview
people affected by gun violence. Residents felt empowered and
relieved to air their views in a confidential and sensitive manner. The
findings of our consultation were used for communication strategies
development by police and other agencies. We have since launched
our Armadillo studio that provides a facility for community
engagement to take place.
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YOU CAN HELP
As a charity we rely on donations and grants
and we would like to offer our thanks to all
individuals, companies and grant making
bodies that have supported out work over
the years.
If you would like to get involved with
Samec Trust, either individually or on a
corporate basis, or would like to support our
work, please contact us to find out more:
Tel: 020 8903 4549
Email: info@samectrust.org.uk

T o be able to offer a service so wide
H elp with health and housing provide
E nable communities to dwell side by side.
S o it should be, Young and old, Refugee
A ll need to live in harmony
M inority groups need not live apart
E nclosed – Ghettoed, their culture and art
C ould be shared, to communicate and education impart.
T ogether in partnership let us proceed
R ely on the trust to access all your need
U ltimately attaining esteem and dignity
S trength in diversity creates stronger unity
T hanks for giving SAMEC this opportunity.
Cecille Nobriega
Cecile Nobriega (International poet, playwright, composer, potter, textbookwriter and

STRC House
87a Wembley Hill Road
Middlesex
HA9 8BU
Registered Charity No 1052775

teacher. Born 1 June 1919 in Georgetown, Guyana. Has won awards for literary and
musical works)
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